Abstract. In this paper, we present numerous small cell base station, i.e. femtocell base station (FCBS), with control-/user-plane coupled and separation architectures based on the number of transceivers and operating frequency bands to serve control-/user-plane traffic. A single transceiver enabled FCBS can operate at either a co-channel microwave of the overlaid macrocell or a millimeter wave band. For multiple transceivers, dual transceivers are considered operating at both bands. FCBSs are deployed in a number of buildings with each floor modeled as 5×5 square-grid apartments. The co-channel interference with FCBSs is avoided using enhanced intercell interference coordination techniques. We propose a static frequency reuse approach and develop an algorithm by avoiding adjacent channel interferences from reusing frequencies in FCBSs. We also develop a resource scheduling algorithm for FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA to evaluate system level performances with a multi-tier network. It is found that a single transceiver cochannel microwave enabled FCBS with CUCA provides the worse, whereas a single or dual transceivers millimeter wave enabled FCBS with CUSA provides the best overall system capacity and FCBSs' energy efficiency performances. Besides, we show the outperformances of the proposed resource reuse approach over an existing approach in literature in terms of system capacity and fairness among FCBSs with CUCA. Finally, we point out the applicability of a multi-band enabled FCBS and several features and issues of FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA.
Introduction

Background
The envisaged high capacity demand of next generation, i.e. fifth generation (5G), mobile networks is expected to be driven mainly by three major techniques, namely small cell network densification, spectrum extension, and spectral efficiency technique [1] . The architecture of small cell base stations (SCBSs), i.e. femtocell base stations (FCBSs), for serving control-plane and user-plane (C-/U-plane) data traffic particularly in indoor environments, plays a significant role on how effectively these three major enabling techniques as aforementioned can be applied to achieve the required capacity demand of 5G networks. In existing heterogeneous networks (HetNets), a common feature is tightly coupled control-plane (C-plane) and user-plane (U-plane) irrespective of the degree of density and heterogeneity, which is one of the major reasons for most problems that the network densification is facing, e.g. low energy efficiency, complex interference management, higher signaling overhead and backhaul network requirement, and clumsy mobility management. As the mobile data traffic demand increases, existing networks have been facing problems from providing the necessary capacity that causes to initiate network architectural design innovations.
To address such a high capacity requirement, though small cells (SCs) are deployed in the coverage of macrocells (MCs), the tight coupling of C-/U-plane in conventional network architectures, which is also termed as C-/U-plane coupled architecture (CUCA), restricts the flexibility in network operation and performance management. This is because, even though there is no data traffic demand from user equipments (UEs), such tight coupling of C-/U-plane causes to switch the transmit power of a base station (BS) always on in order to ensure a ubiquitous coverage and hence results in a poor resource utilization and unnecessary energy consumption, leading to a low energy efficiency performance [2] . These call for developing a new architecture where C-/U-plane are decoupled to serve high data rate services, to switch the transmit power of a SCBS on and off based on the actual data traffic demand, and to ensure an alwayson connectivity. Such a network architecture is termed as C-/U-plane separation architecture (CUSA) [2] [3] and is considered as one of the major changes in 5G networks [4] . In CUSA, the C-plane is served by MCs operating typically at a low frequency such as below 3 GHz to provide large cell coverages, and the U-plane is served by SCs, e.g. femtocells (FCs), operating typically at a high frequency such as millimeter wave (mmWave) to provide high data rate services to UEs as shown in Fig. 1 . Moreover, as another major technique, increasing the system bandwidth to address such a high capacity demand of 5G, the co-existence of a number of frequency bands with diverse propagation characteristics (e.g., microwave and mmWave bands) within the same system is expected in 5G networks [5] . Besides, traffic is generated non-uniformly network wide, and the characteristics of traffic generated by C-/U-plane
Related Work
An extensive level of researches is ongoing, particularly on CUSA [2] [3] , [7] [8] [9] as one of the major enablers to achieve high indoor capacity. Authors in [2] [3] , [7] [8] proposed to split C-/U-plane by using different BSs where C-plane is served by the macrocell base station (MCBS) operating typically at a low microwave frequency, and U-plane is served by SCBSs, i.e. FCBSs. Each FCBS is enabled with a single transceiver operating at a high frequency mmWave band, and hence the dual connectivity feature of a UE to communicate with two nodes operating at different frequencies was proposed in [10] . A similar SCBS architecture was also proposed by the authors in [1] . Recently, the authors in [9] proposed to address C-/Uplane splitting by implementing dual transceivers at the same FCBS where one of the transceivers operates at the co-channel microwave frequency as that of the MCBS and the other at the mmWave frequency. They showed that splitting with the same FCBS outperforms splitting via different BSs in terms of, e.g. energy efficiency, system capacity, and spectral efficiency.
Further, a considerable amount of researches on numerous issues of FC, e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] for the interference management and resource reuse and allocation in FC networks, [15] [16] for enforcing a minimum distance between FCBSs, and [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] for FC clustering and resource allocation have been addressed. Mathematical tools such as stochastic geometric approaches [15] [16] have been applied under 2-dimensional (2D) random BS location scenario to address issues such as interference modeling and enforcement of a minimum distance between BSs. However, such approaches are mostly limited to a simple homogenous Poisson point process or Matern hardcore process and an amorphous shape of cell areas.
A number of studies also addressed issues of clustering and resource reuse in FCs under 3-dimensional (3D) in-building scenarios. Authors in [23] proposed a graph based adaptive FC clustering scheme for inter-FC interference coordination within the same building. In [24] , authors proposed an adaptive soft frequency reuse scheme where groups of FCs are formed using the received signal strength indication from UEs, and different frequency reuse factors and transmission powers are adjusted to mitigate mutual interference. Authors in [25] exploited fractional frequency reuse using iBuildNet to propose a cooperative transmission and a semi-static interference mitigation scheme for in-building dense FCs. Also, authors in [17] proposed a dynamic clustering based cognitive sub-band allocation scheme to reduce inter-FC interference. FC clusters (FCLs) are formed using inter-FC interference graphs, and resources are reused in each disjoint FCL within a building. Authors in [26] proposed an analytical model using planar-Wyner model for intra-floor and linear-Wyner model for inter-floor interference modeling in a building to derive a minimum distance between co-channel FCBSs for a number of optimization constraints in order to reuse microwave frequencies in FCBSs with CUCA deployed in the building. They also proposed and analyzed the performance of a resource reuse approach where a fraction of the system bandwidth is kept reserved for reusing in each co-channel FCBS (cFCBS) such that a cluster is formed with respect to each cFCBS. The remaining resource block (RB) resources of the system bandwidth are allocated to all non-cFCBSs in the building to show that the spectral efficiency of 5G networks can be achieved. However, the proposed resource reuse approach is susceptible to a change in the number of reused RBs per cFCBS for the fairness in resource allocation among all FCBSs in a building since RB resources are considered reusing only in cFCBSs.
Although several issues of FCBSs have already been addressed as aforesaid, other than that in [26] , an approach for reusing the system bandwidth in FCBSs deployed in more realistic 3D multi-storage buildings is not obvious. In addition, though a number of architectures of FCBSs for serving C-/U-plane traffic have been proposed in existing literatures, to the best of our knowledge, a common understanding on how these FCBS architectures perform, and a performance evaluation of these architectures for C-/U-plane traffic capacity and energy efficiency has not been addressed yet by any existing contributions, which can help network operators and vendors give insights on considering an appropriate FCBS architecture for 5G networks. In this paper, we aim at addressing the aforementioned issues.
Consideration and Contribution
We consider a multi-tier network consisting a MC, a number of outdoor picocells (PCs) and indoor FCs deployed in multi-storage buildings. Each building consists of a number of floors with 5×5 square-grid apartments, which is compliant with the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) urban dense 5×5 square grid based FC model for Long-Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-Advanced) system evaluation [27] . Each apartment has one FCBS. Both the MCBS and all picocell base stations (PCBSs) are operated at the microwave band. The whole microwave bandwidth is reused in FCBSs within a building, and the cross-tier CCI between macro UEs (MUs) and femto UEs (FUs) is avoided using the almost blank subframe (ABS) based enhanced intercell interference coordination (eICIC) technique. However, the mmWave band is used only in FCBSs. The clustering of FCBSs is done by adopting the analytical model proposed in [26] .
We first present various SCBS architectures for serving C-/U-plane traffic based on the number of transceivers and their operating frequency bands existing in a SCBS, namely a single transceiver operating either at a co-channel microwave or an mmWave band and dual transceivers operating at both the cochannel microwave and mmWave bands. We propose a static frequency resource reuse and allocation approach and develop an algorithm to reuse resources in FCBSs. With a system level simulation, we evaluate first the performances of a number of C-/U-plane coupled and separation FCBS architectures in terms of the system capacity and energy efficiency. For a given link quality constraint between a FCBS and a UE and the number of FCBSs in a building, we demonstrate the outperformance of our proposed resource reuse approach for FCBSs with CUCA in terms of the overall system capacity and fairness in resource allocations in FCBSs over the proposed resource reuse approach in [26] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, numerous FCBSs with C/U-plane coupled and separation architectures are discussed. Section 3 discusses FC networks, interference management, and region of exclusion (RoE) modeling to reuse resources in FCBSs in any buildings. The FC clustering technique and proposed resource reuse approach and algorithm for FCBSs are covered in section 4. A multi-tier system architecture and interference management for CUCA and CUSA are discussed in section 5. Section 6 covers the problem formulation, including multi-tier network model, capacity and energy efficiency formulations for numerous FCBS architectures, proportional fair scheduling, and Jain's fairness index. A resource scheduling algorithm for system level performance evaluations along with the resource scheduler implementations are discussed in section 7. In section 8, simulation parameters and assumptions are given, performance evaluations of various FCBS architectures are carried out, and performance comparisons of the proposed resource reuse approach with that proposed in an existing research work are performed. A number of key features and issues of a FCBS with CUCA and CUSA and the applicability of a multi-band enabled FCBS in terms of non-uniform traffic and split architectures are pointed out in section 9. We conclude the paper in section 10. A list for the abbreviations and selected notations used in this paper are given in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively.
Femtocell Base Station Architectures and Resource Allocations
Based on the number of transceivers and their operating frequencies considered in a FCBS to route C-/Uplane traffic, a number of FCBSs both with CUCA and CUSA can be developed as explained in the following. In CUCA, a MCBS typically operates at a low microwave frequency. However, FCBSs can be operated at either the same microwave frequency as that of the MCBS with a proper cross-tier CCI management between the macro-tier and the femto-tier ( Fig. 2(a) ) or a different frequency (Fig. 2(b In CUSA, splitting of C-/U-plane can be obtained by implementing either a single or multiple transceivers at a FCBS described as follows. In a single transceiver implemented FCBS, C-/U-plane can be decoupled by operating the FCBS either at the co-channel frequency as (Fig. 2(c) ) or at a different frequency from that of its overlaid MCBS (Fig. 2(d) ). Unlike CUCA, C-plane traffic of all UEs is served only by the MCBS, and U-plane traffic of FUs is served by FCBSs. However, like CUCA, when operating at the co-channel microwave frequency, a proper interference management between the MC-tier and FCtier is needed in order to avoid cross-tier CCI. In contrast, there is no need for such cross-tier interference management if a FCBS is operating at a different frequency because of operating the MCBS and any FCBSs always at orthogonal frequencies. Though it comes at the cost of licensing an additional frequency band for FCBSs, this architecture has been proposed widely in literature for 5G mobile networks [2] [3] . In a multiple transceivers implemented FCBS, a FCBS operates at multiple frequencies. Since the number of transceivers and their operating frequencies do not vary the analysis, we consider in this paper dual transceivers at a FCBS operating at dual frequencies, namely co-channel microwave and different mmWave frequencies (Fig. 2(e) ). The decoupling of C-/U-plane traffic is performed by serving traffic of each plane at different frequencies of separate transceivers. Hence, both C-/U-plane traffic of any FUs is served by its serving FCBS itself. However, when the FU is out of coverage of its serving FCBS, its C-/Uplane traffic is then served by the MCBS. Unlike the single transceiver based FCBS architecture shown in Fig. 2(d) , no coordination signaling is required between the C-plane MCBS and any U-plane FCBSs. However, it comes at the cost of an additional transceiver and its operating frequency band at each FCBS as well as UE. Note that a single band option is not applicable for a multiple transceivers implemented FCBS because of considering more than one transceivers at a FCBS.
In single band co-channel deployment of FCBSs with CUCA, a certain percentage of the total number of RBs MT in the microwave bandwidth (e.g., mp RBs) is kept reserved to serve C-plane traffic of MUs by the MCBS in all transmission time intervals (TTIs) and C-plane traffic of FUs by the respective FCBSs by reusing mP RBs in them following the CCI management scheme only during non-ABSs. The remaining (MTmp) RBs are reused to serve U-plane traffic of FUs during non-ABSs. In contrast, for FCBSs with CUSA when operating at the co-channel microwave frequency, C-plane traffic of all UEs is served by the MCBS with mp RBs, and like CUCA, (MT-mp) RBs are reused in FCBSs during non-ABSs. If FCBSs with CUSA are operating at a different frequency, e.g. mmWave with mT RBs, all mT RBs can be reused to serve U-plane traffic of FCBSs, and the MCBS serves C-plane traffic of all UEs in the system at the microwave frequency with mp RBs. However, for FCBSs with CUCA, like co-channel deployment, a certain percentage of the total number of RBs mT in the mmWave bandwidth (e.g., mm RBs) is kept reserved and reused to serve C-plane traffic of FUs by the respective FCBSs in all TTIs. The remaining (mT-mm) RBs are reused to serve U-plane traffic of FUs in all TTIs.
In multi-band co-channel and different frequencies deployment of FCBSs with CUSA, (MT-mp) microwave RBs can be reused to serve C-plane traffic of FCBSs themselves during non-ABSs, and all mT mmWave RBs can be used to serve U-plane traffic of FCBSs themselves in all TTIs. Unlike any single band deployments, C-plane traffic of only MUs is served by the MCBS. Note that multi-band deployment of FCBSs with CUCA is not applicable. Further, since a channel response changes with the type of frequency bands, the link quality constraints at the co-channel microwave band and different frequency mmWave band are in need of being adjusted such that the cluster sizes of FCBSs to serve both C-plane and U-plane traffic of FCBSs are the same in order to reduce computational complexity. 3. In-Building Femtocell Network, Interference, and RoE Modeling
Femtocell Network Modeling
We adopt the regular grid based network and intra-and inter-floor interference modeling of FCBSs deployed in a 3D multi-floor building we proposed in [26] as follows. A 3D multi-floor building is considered consisting a number of 2D floors each with  55 square-grid apartments. Each apartment has one FCBS placed in the center of its ceiling. The area of each square apartment is  10m 10m , and a free space of 10 m is considered around each building. A FU per FCBS is considered and placed at the farthest radial distance from its serving FCBS (sFCBS). An illustration of an example aggregate interference effect of all cFCBSs at a serving FU (sFU) is shown in Fig. 3 [26] . A link between a cFCBS and a sFU is termed as CCI link, and the one between a sFU and its sFCBS is termed as desired link. For simplicity, the same CCI effect at a sFU from each cFCBS of the same tier is considered. The region up to which the aggregate interference is significant enough so that it exceeds a maximum allowable aggregate interference at a sFU is termed as the RoE for reusing the same resources of the sFCBS in any FCBSs within the RoE. Hence, a RoE in Fig. 3 is up to tier-1 and is shown in red color lines. Note that irrespective of tier indices, the maximum number of cFCBSs for a sFCBS in intra-floor level is 8. Modeling inter-floor architecture is straightforward except that an additional floor attenuation loss between a sFU and a cFCBS needs to take into account. The CCI effect from the maximum of two cFCBSs for double-sided cFCBSs and one for single-sided cFCBSs located on a vertically straight up and down floors from the serving floor of sFCBS is considered significant (Fig. 3 ) [26] . In [26] , the modeling of intra-floor interference and inter-floor interference is carried out by using planar-Wyner model and linear-Wyner model [28] respectively. A detailed description on the FC network modelling can be found in [26] . 
Femtocell Interference and RoE Modeling
Interference modeling
For interference modelling in both intra-and inter-floor levels, normalization of the interference power is considered in [26] to simplify expressions. The normalized interference power is defined as the ratio of the interference power received from any cFCBSs of any tiers at a sFU to the interference power received from a cFCBS closest to that sFU, i.e., a cFCBS at the minimum distance. The minimum distance of a cFCBS from any sFUs is dmin =5 m in intra-floor level, whereas the minimum vertical distance of a cFCBS is dver,min = 3 m in inter-floor level as shown in Fig Using the 3GPP indoor path loss model of FCBSs [27, 29] and considering the interference effect of cFCBSs of the first-tier and the maximum transmit power of 20 dBm of any FCBSs, the normalized value of intra-floor interference power at an arbitrary distance dtra from a cFCBS at a sFU is given by [26] ,
where min d is the minimum (or reference) distance between any cFCBSs and a sFU. The proof of Eq. (1) is given in the following in Proof 1 [26] . 
Using the same conditions as in intra-floor interference modeling and a floor attenuation factor f ter () d , the normalized value of inter-floor interference power for an arbitrary inter-floor distance dter at a sFU from a cFCBS located on a floor other than that of the sFCBS is given by [26] ,
where the variation in  f ter (2) is given in the following in Proof 2 [26] . where  agg,tra and  agg,ter denote respectively an aggregate interference power received at a sFU from intrafloor and inter-floor cFCBSs.
RoE modeling
The RoE of cFCBSs depends mainly on the following factors. (4) is provided in brief above, and a detailed derivation of each proof can be found in [26] . In addition, a more detail explanation on intra-and inter-floor interference modeling can be found in [26] . Hence, a 3D RoE  RoE,3D of any cFCBSs then can be formed using 2 , frequency resources can be reused in every alternate floor of the building as shown in Fig. 3. 
In-Building FCBS Clustering and Resource Reuse Approach
FCBS Clustering Approach
A cluster of FCBSs can be formed based on the RoE as modeled in the previous section constrained by the link spectral efficiency in both intra-and inter-floor levels as follows. The cluster size of a cFCBS in intrafloor level can be expressed as follows. Hence, the 3D cluster size of any cFCBSs in a multi-storage building can be found as follows.
cl,3D max,ter max,ter cl,tra y Figure 4 shows an illustrative formation of a 3D cluster of FCBSs in a multi-floor building using the link spectral efficiency constraint based resource reuse graph with respect to the floor fl+1. Each node represents a cFCBS, and each edge represents the constraint that is to be satisfied to reuse resources in cFCBSs. Note that clusters of FCBSs in both intra-and inter-floor levels are shown in red color lines; edges in blue color represent that the constraint is satisfied to reuse the same frequency resources; ash color circles represent cFCBSs. Hence, frequency resources can be reused in every 3 FCBSs in intra-floor level and every alternate floors in inter-floor level in Fig. 4 . Note that with a change in the constraint value, the size of a cluster varies. Since we consider the same value of spectral efficiency constraint for all clusters in both intra-and inter-floor levels, all 3D clusters within a building comprise of the same number of FCBSs for a given constraint. However, the size of each cluster in different buildings may vary with different values of the constraint. 
FCBS Resource Reuse Approach
We consider reusing the available frequency of each FCBS architecture in each cluster (Fig. 4) following a static frequency allocation scheme to avoid CCI such that all FCBSs within a cluster are cFCBSs with respect to all neighbouring clusters. Each FCBS within a cluster is allocated to the same amount of frequency. Hence, the frequency allocation to each FCBS within a cluster is static, i.e. the frequency allocated to any FCBS r of any cluster cl, Sr,cl,, can only be allocated to the FCBS r of the neighbouring cluster (cl+n), Sr,cl+n, such that Sr,cl=Sr,cl+n where n=1, 2, 3,…, max cl , and max cl denotes the maximum number of clusters that can be formed within a 3D building. Hence, because of reusing the same frequency in contiguous clusters, frequency resources of any FCBS r of cluster cl, Sr,cl,, cannot be allocated to other FCBSs than r of any neighbouring cluster (cl+n) even though there is less or no traffic demand from the FCBS r of cluster (cl+n) in any TTIs.
Though the reuse of RBs becomes dependent on the deployment of FCBSs within any clusters because of static and regular pattern of RB allocations in FCBSs per cluster, the whole available frequency can be reused in FCBSs within each cluster, and hence the capacity and spectral efficiency increase with a decrease in cluster size for a given frequency resource. Further, since all FCBSs in all clusters gain advantages from the link spectral efficiency constraint enforced by an optimizer, the overall capacity gain from such static resource reuse approach is expected to be higher than that achieved with techniques where resources of one cluster is reused opportunistically to another, and clusters are relatively far apart from one another to avoid CCI. Furthermore, because of an equal number of RBs allocated to each FCBS within a cluster, like Round Robin scheduler, the maximum fairness factor of unity can be achieved.
In the following, we propose an algorithm for a non-adjacent static RB allocation in FCBSs with CUCA per cluster to avoid adjacent channel interference (ACI). The extension for CUSA is straightforward based on the number of transceivers and frequency bands per FCBS as described above. Since the enforced constraints in both intra-and inter-floor levels must be satisfied, the total available bandwidth must first be divided by the number of floors fl3DR within a cluster for inter-floor level constraint. A set of an equal number of RBs in the bandwidth is then allocated to each FCBS within each cluster spanning across fl3DR floors. The algorithm is described in a number of steps as follows in Algorithm 1. Step 1: Divide the total number of RBs MT of the system bandwidth into fl3DR sets of consecutive RBs such that  T 3DR M M fl consecutive RBs are allocated and reused in FCBSs of each 3D cluster spanning across fl3DR floors to satisfy the inter-floor spectral efficiency constraint (Fig. 5(a) ).
Step 2: Now divide M for any floors within a cluster into two sets of consecutive RBs denoted as {i} and {j} such that
mM denote a set of RB indices such that the following holds (Fig. 5(a) ):
Step 3: Find the value of the number of FCBSs diag n along the diagonal of the set of square grid apartments on the 2D space of any floors within the cluster.
Step 4: Estimate the total number of FCBSs per floor in a 3D cluster, given by the following expression.
Step 5: Estimate the total number of orthogonal sets of RBs in md, which can be found by the following expression.
Step 6: Form the orthogonal sets of RBs orth m such that the sets {i} and {j} include subsets of consecutive RB indices of the sizes as follows (Fig. 5(b) ). where each entry in {i} and {j} represents the number of consecutive RB indices, i.e. the size of the corresponding subset of RB indices.
Step 7: Now allocate consecutive subsets of RB indices to FCBSs alternatively starting from set {i} to {j}, then back to{i} to {j} again, and so on until the last subset of either {i} or {j} reaches (Fig. 5(c) ). RB indices are allocated to FCBSs starting from the lower triangle heading towards the diagonal and then to the upper triangle of the square cluster so that adjacent RB indices are not allocated to contiguous FCBSs to avoid ACI. All these steps are explained with an example in the following in Example 1. Note that all FCBSs in all clusters in a multi-floor building are allocated by RBs following the same and fixed pattern using the aforementioned Steps 1 through 7.
Step 8: Since the total number of RBs in the system bandwidth MT is reused in all floors per cluster with M RBs per floor, and each floor has the same number of FCBSs, the total number of times MT can be reused per building can be found by dividing the total number of floors in a building flT by the number of floors per 3D cluster fl3DR. Note that with 3D cluster, we define a cluster that satisfies spectral efficiency constraints in both intra-floor and inter-floor levels. . . . Step 1:
 48 3 M =16, i.e. each inter-floor level cluster has 16 FCBSs.
Step 2:
  Step 3: for M=16,  diag 4 n .
Step 4: Note that in intra-floor level (Fig. 5(c) ), there is no contiguous RB indices allocated to FCBSs next to one another except those FCBSs at the edge point along the diagonal of each apartment. However, such effect is negligible as compared to the non-adjacent RB allocations around each side of each square apartment. For inter-floor level, orthogonal set of RBs are allocated to each floor within the cluster. We consider a multi-tier network for both CUCA and CUSA as illustrated in Fig. 6 , which consists of a single MCBS of a corner excited 3-sectored MC site and a number outdoor PCs and indoor FCs deployed in a number of multi-storage buildings in an urban environment. A certain percentage of MUs are considered within buildings, and a few outdoor MUs are offloaded to nearby PCBSs. All MUs are partitioned randomly into three disjoint subsets of indoor, outdoor, and offloaded MUs. Each FC serves one FU, and an offloaded MU to any PCBSs is equally likely in a realization. PCs and multi-storage buildings of FCs are located randomly and uniformly within the coverage of the MC. Outdoor MUs, offloaded MUs, and FUs are distributed randomly and uniformly within their respective BSs' coverages. However, to define a RoE, a FU is considered to locate at the farthest radial distance from its sFCBS for the worst-case analysis.
Multi-Tier System
Backhaul
In Fig. 6 , backhauls in green color carry both C-/U-plane traffic, and backhauls in red color carry only Cplane traffic. Unlike CUCA, separate backhauls for C-/U-plane traffic are needed for CUSA. Hence, backhauls in green color in Fig. 6 for the MCBS and PCBSs need to be split into two, one for C-plane and the other for U-plane traffic. However, FCBSs carry only the U-plane traffic when operating at a single band. For multiple bands enabled FCBSs, separate C-/U-plane backhauls are needed. The MCBS and each cluster of FCBSs in a building are connected to each other via an X2 backhaul through a FCBS gateway to coordinate resource allocation for interference management and UE association.
Multi-Tier Interference Management
Assume that the path loss because of the distance between buildings and the external wall penetration loss of a building are significant enough such that the CCI effect from reusing the same frequency in FCBSs of different buildings is negligible. Hence, the whole system bandwidth can be reused in FCBSs of each building for a co-channel operated FCBS. All UEs are allocated orthogonally to RBs in their respective tier. Offloaded and outdoor MUs can transmit in all TTIs. A MU can be detected whether or not within any buildings using techniques such as measuring its downlink path loss such that a sudden fall in the received signal strength at the MU can be observed when moving into a building because of a high external wall penetration loss of the building. To avoid the cross-tier CCI, an orthogonal allocation of RBs in timedomain is considered between indoor MUs and FUs, i.e. indoor MUs can be served only during ABSs, while FCBSs can transmit only during non-ABSs of the ABS based eICIC. For a different frequency operated FCBS, we consider 60-GHz mmWave band, and there is no need for the cross-tier interference management between any indoor MUs and FUs because of operating the MCBS and FCBSs at different frequencies. Let NM denote the set of indices of all MUs such that NM={1, 2, 3, …, N}. Denote NMO, NP, and NMI respectively the set of indices of all outdoor MUs, offloaded MUs, and indoor MUs. Note that NM is partitioned randomly into three disjoint subsets NMO, NP, and NMI. Let L denote the maximum number of buildings in a MC coverage, and SF denote the number of active FCs in each building. Assuming that SF is the same for all buildings, the total number of active FCs in the system is SFS=L× SF. Consider that the number of FUs in buildings are independent and uniformly distributed in the interval [1, UF] . In general, UF is a random variable that varies from one building to another, and the realization of UF for a building is mutually independent from the others where a realization is defined as a simulation run time.
Let 
where , ti P is the transmit power, 
where  tr () GG and F L are respectively the total antenna gain and connector loss. 
where β is considered as the implementation loss factor. Let T M and T m denote respectively the number of RBs in microwave and mmWave bandwidths where an RB is equal to 180 kHz such that in the following expressions, an arbitrary number of RBs must be multiplied by 180 kHz (not shown explicitly) to estimate the capacity in bps. The aggregate capacity of all MUs for T M RBs and Q TTIs can be expressed as (8) where  and  are responses over MT RBs of only indoor MUs in tTABS and all outdoor and offloaded
QM t i t i ti
MUs in tT.
Let FC U denote the number of FCBSs per 3D cluster, and FC M and FC m denote an equal number of RBs per FCBS for microwave and mmWave bands respectively per 3D cluster such that the followings hold.
Let thr,cc and thr,df denote the required link spectral efficiencies between a sFU and its sFCBS within a cluster respectively for microwave and mmWave bands such that the required capacity constraints for each FCBS respectively for microwave and mmWave bands can be expressed as 
where  and  are responses over mT RBs of FUs per cluster in tT.
Hence, the aggregate capacity from reusing T M and T m RBs in microwave and mmWave bands per building for Q TTIs can be given respectively by,
where  t,cc and  t,df denote resource reuse times respectively for microwave and mmWave bands per building.
FCBSs with CUSA
For a single transceiver based FCBSs with CUSA operating at the co-channel microwave, no FCBSs can transmit signals during an ABS. Hence, the aggregate capacity of all FUs per building for any and  t,cc for Q TTIs is given by,
However, for a single transceiver based FCBSs operating at a different frequency mmWave,   0 such that the aggregate capacity of all FUs per building for t,df and Q TTIs is given by, 
In a dual transceivers based FCBS with CUSA, since the mmWave serves U-plane traffic, the aggregate capacity of all FUs per building is the same as that of a single transceiver based different frequency mmWave enabled FCBS and is given by for Q TTIs,
Note that the values of spectral efficiency constraint in microwave and mmWave bands are adjusted such that the cluster sizes at both bands are the same (i.e.,  t,cc = t,df ) when FCBSs are enabled with dual transceivers.
FCBSs with CUCA
Let xcp denote the percentage of C-plane traffic for FCBSs with CUCA in both microwave and mmWave bands. According to [32] , the total control overhead includes 10% for S1 signaling, 4% for handover, and a certain percentages for management signaling. Hence, we assume xcp=0.25 as an example. Since xcp simply scales C-/U-plane traffic capacity, considering a different value will not change the trend of capacity responses. Hence, the aggregate capacity for a single transceiver based FCBSs with CUCA operating at the co-channel microwave and different frequency mmWave in a building can be given respectively for Q TTIs by, (22) where  and  are responses over MT RBs of all MUs in tT. Hence, for FCBSs with CUCA operating at a different frequency mmWave, the overall system capacity of the multi-tier network over T M RBs for all MUs and T m RBs for all FUs per building for Q TTIs can be expressed as the sum throughput of all UEs as follows.
Performance Results
Performance evaluation
From Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), the aggregate interferences in both intra-and inter-floor levels at a sFU is inversely related to the required minimum distances , the inter-floor interference power decays considerably faster with distance as compared to the intra-floor interference power. Hence, floor penetration losses play a significant role on inter-floor interference effect at a sFU. We consider link spectral efficiencies of 3.459 bps/Hz and 3.9 bps/Hz, which are corresponding to the aggregate interferences experienced by the desired link between a sFU and a sFCBS, when operating at a co-channel microwave and a different frequency mmWave bands respectively. This is because, typically mmWave bands have better link quality than that of microwave bands. Hence, Using Eq. (3), for link spectral efficiencies of 3.459 bps/Hz and 3.9 bps/Hz, the corresponding minimum distances must be equal or greater than 22 m and 24 m respectively in intra-floor level. Since these values of distance are less than 25 m, resources can be reused in FCBSs in intra-floor level that are two-tier apart. Similarly using Eq. (4), for link spectral efficiencies of 3.459 bps/Hz and 3.9 bps/Hz, the corresponding minimum distances in inter-floor level must be equal or greater than 2 m and 2.9 m respectively. Because these values of distance are less than 3 m of a floor's height, resources can be reused in every floor in a building. [26] , and 6 [43] .
Using expressions for capacity estimations in section 6, the aggregate capacity responses of various FCBSs architectures as discussed in section 2 are shown Fig. 8 . Note that with the term capacity, we implicitly represent U-plane data traffic capacity of UEs. From Fig. 8 , it can be found that most data traffic is served by FCBSs as compared to the MCBS and PCBSs. Further, FCBSs with CUSA serve more traffic than with CUCA irrespective of the type of frequency bands and the number of transceivers at any FCBSs. Likewise, FCBSs operating at the mmWave band serve more traffic than operating at the co-channel microwave band because of better link quality at mmWave band between a FU and a FCBS.
Since in dual bands enabled FCBSs, only the mmWave band serves U-plane traffic, the overall system capacities obtained from a single transceiver and a dual transceivers based FCBSs are the same. However, dual transceivers based FCBSs gain advantages from the reduced control signaling overhead because of no cooperation needed between the C-plane and U-plane BSs. Besides, when a single transceiver based FCBS operates at the mmWave band, no CCI coordination is needed between the MUs and FUs. Hence, the aggregate capacity of all MUs increases, as shown in Fig 8 . Figure 9 shows the energy efficiency performances of FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA. As aforementioned, because FCBSs with CUSA can serve more traffic (Fig. 8) for the same bandwidth than with CUCA, the energy required per bit transmission of FCBSs with CUSA is correspondingly less than FCBSs with CUCA in the downlink. Overall, among all FCBS architectures discussed in section 2, a single transceiver co-channel microwave enabled FCBSs with CUCA provides the worse, and a single or dual transceivers mmWave enabled FCBSs with CUSA provides the best overall system capacity and average FC networks' energy efficiency performances. 
Performance comparison
To evaluate the performances of the proposed resource reuse approach, we consider the resource reuse approach proposed in [26] to compare in terms of the capacity and fairness performances. We consider the total capacity of both C-/U-plane of all UEs in the system for a non-ABS for FCBSs with CUCA under the same scenario (i.e., more specifically, reused frequency resources of 5 MHz, a link spectral efficiency constraint  thr,se 3.459 bps/Hz for microwave frequency, a building having 10 floors, and each floor with 25 apartments). Each apartment has one FCBS, and each FCBS serves only one UE.
Hence using Eq. (28), for a single band co-channel microwave frequency, an average system capacity of 286.85 Mbps per TTI can be achieved with our proposed resource reuse approach. This is considerably greater than the achievable system capacity of 135 Mbps per TTI for non-orthogonal resource reuse and allocation by the resource reuse approach proposed in [26] for the number of reused RBs of 5 per cFCBS. Though in [26] , with an increase in reused RBs per cFCBS from 5 to 10, the achievable capacity increases near proportionally, the increased capacity is still less than what can be achieved by our proposed resource reuse approach. Moreover, with an increase in reused RBs from 5 to 10, the fairness factor degrades significantly from 0.087 for 5 RBs to 0.062 for 10 RBs [26] because of competing relatively more by noncFCBSs with a reduced number of RBs allocated for them. Furthermore, it is unusual to allocate 40% of the total system bandwidth to a cFCBS and is not recommendable too in order to ensure the quality of service for non-cFCBSs. On the contrary, in our proposed resource reuse approach, each FCBS within a cluster is assigned statically an equal amount of bandwidth, and therefore the fairness factor for resource allocations among all cFCBSs is 1. Hence, our proposed resource reuse approach performs better than that proposed in [26] in terms of both the system capacity as well as fairness in resource allocations among all FCBSs with CUCA in a building as shown in Fig. 10 where the all capacity values are normalized with respect to the capacity achieved by our proposed resource reuse approach. Fig. 10 . System capacity and fairness performances of FCBSs with CUCA with the proposed resource reuse approach and the resource reuse approach in [26] for L=1 per TTI.
Features, Issues, and Applications of FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA
Features and Issues
Operating a FCBS with CUCA benefits from a reduced or no control signaling overhead for the cooperation of C-/U-plane BSs and suffers from achieving a high data rate in indoor. On the contrary, when operating with CUSA, a single band enabled FCBS can achieve a high data rate in indoor but suffer from originating a considerable amount of control signaling overhead for the cooperation of C-/U-plane BSs. In Table 4 , we point out major features and issues of FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA as shown in Fig.  2 . Cooperation between the MCBS and FCBSs is a must for C-plane traffic to make aligned with U-plane traffic for a single band enabled FCBSs The transmit power of the MCBS and FCBSs is always on and hence low system level energy efficiency
The transmit power of the MCBS is always on, whereas the transmit power of FCBSs to serve Uplane traffic is switched on based on the UE generated traffic requests, and hence a high system level energy efficiency can be achieved Control signaling network is simple Control signaling network is complex, particularly for a single band enabled FCBSs No feedback signaling delay from switching FCBSs Considerable feedback signaling delay from switching the transmit power of FCBSs between on and off states Viability challenge
Because of coupled C-/U-plane, network management is complex
The signaling network is complicated, particularly for a single band enabled FCBSs Because of complex interference and mobility management, the densification of FCBSs to enhance network capacity is difficult
The FCBS discovery and wake up mechanisms to address energy efficiency are complex, particularly for a single band enabled FCBSs Open research issue  Improvement in overall network capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency  Scaling SCBS densifications with traffic demands  Increase in per user data rate, and simplification of network management  Simple control signaling network  FCBS discovery and wake up mechanisms  UE association and handover mechanisms  For multi-transceiver based FCBSs, multi-band integration and simultaneous operation and multiband transceivers design  UE design to avoid self-interference from multiple bands  CCI management when a FCBS is operating at the same band as that of the MCBS
Applications
In the following, we discuss on the applicability of a multi-band enabled FCBS in contrast to a single band enabled FCBS in light with the prospective device-centric network architectures to split C-/U-plane as well as uplink and downlink (UL/DL) traffic and non-uniform and asymmetric traffic for 5G mobile networks.
Split Architecture
Splitting UL/DL and C-/U-plane is considered as one of the major enabling technologies for 5G mobile networks to address issues such as high energy and spectral efficiencies and high data rate services. To split C-/U-plane and UL/DL, the applicability of a multi-band enabled FCBS architecture is shown in Fig. 2 (e) where a FU can communicate with its associated closed subscriber group (CSG) FCBS at co-channel microwave ( 1 f ) for uplink (UL) and/or C-plane traffic and at mmWave ( 2 f ) for downlink (DL) and/or U-4. The traffic demand varies with time, e.g. most corporate traffic is generated during 8:00-18:00, whereas most residential traffic is generated during 17:00-23:00.
Since both spectrum band and bandwidth have direct impacts on the capacity, a FCBS implemented with dual spectrums such as microwave and mmWave as shown in Fig. 2(e) can address such nonuniformity in traffic demand as aforementioned. Since an mmWave band provides more capacity than a cochannel microwave band, a multi-band enabled FCBS can be operated at an mmWave spectrum during a high traffic demand and at a co-channel microwave spectrum during a low traffic demand in places where the traffic fluctuation is very high. In both cases, the other off-service transceiver, i.e. co-channel microwave for a high traffic and mmWave for a low traffic, can be switched off to save energy. If necessary, both spectrums can operate at the same time to provide even higher data rate than that when operating at a single spectrum. With such an adaptive multi-spectrum availability in FCBSs, network operators can provide on-demand data rate services, optimize location specific resource allocation, and maximize profit margin.
Conclusion
We present in this paper various FCBS architectures for serving C-/U-plane traffic based on the number of transceivers, i.e. single or multiple, and their operating frequency bands. To avoid cost from licensing a new band, we consider reusing the same microwave band of the large MC fully in FCBSs deployed within multistorage buildings. The cross-tier co-channel interferences between MUs and FUs are avoided using the almost blank subframe (ABS) based enhanced intercell interference coordination. For a different and diverse frequency characteristic, a high frequency mmWave band is considered for FCBSs only. We consider a single transceiver operating at either the co-channel microwave or mmWave band, and for multiple transceivers, dual transceivers are considered operating at both the co-channel microwave and mmWave bands. For reusing resources, the clustering of FCBSs is done using the analytical model proposed in [26] . We propose a static frequency resource reuse approach and develop an algorithm to reuse resources in FCBSs deployed in a multi-storage building having a number of floors, each with 5×5 squaregrid apartments, and one FCBS per apartment. For a system level performance evaluation, using the proposed resource reuse approach for FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA, we formulate necessary expressions, develop a resource scheduling algorithm, and discuss the implementation of the resource scheduler.
With a system level simulation, we evaluate the performances of numerous C-/U-plane coupled and separation FCBS architectures in terms of the system capacity and energy efficiency with a multi-tier network consisting a MC, a number of outdoor picocells and indoor FCBSs in multi-storage buildings. It is shown that FCBSs with CUSA serves more traffic than with CUCA irrespective of the type of frequency bands and the number of transceivers at any FCBSs, and hence the energy required per bit transmission for FCBSs with CUSA is corresponding less than that with CUCA. Overall, among all FCBS architectures, a single transceiver co-channel microwave enabled FCBS with CUCA provides the worse and a single or dual transceivers mmWave enabled FCBS with CUSA provides the best overall system capacity and an average FC networks' energy efficiency performances. For a given link quality constraint between a FCBS and a UE and the number of FCBSs in a building, we also demonstrate that our proposed resource reuse approach performs better than that proposed in [26] in terms of both the system capacity as well as fairness in resource allocations among FCBSs with CUCA. Finally, we discuss on the applicability of a multi-band enabled FCBS in contrast to a single band enabled FCBS architecture, and point out a number of features and issues of FCBSs with CUCA and CUSA.
